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The pion photoproduction due to the magnetic moment of nucleon is shown to possess 
a property similiar to rcN scattering. The magnetic multipole amplitudes J.v!l± are found to 
be related to the corresponding rcN scattering amplitudes fl± as 
The proportionality relation is obtained also for the case of electric multipole radiation. The 
full amplitudes for pion photoproduction are expressed in terms of the amplitudes of the 
processes rcN-"?rcN and rcN-"?"fJN without any freely adjustable parameter. Numerical results 
for differential cross sections and polarizations agree fairly well with the experimental data 
in the wide energy range 180'"'-'1000 MeV. 
§ l. Introduction 
The amplitudes of the TC meson produced by a low energy photon have· been 
calculated by Chew, Goldberger, Low and Nambu1) by using the dispersion re-
lation. They derived the relation (CGLN relation) that the amplitudes M 1+ of 
the photoproduction is proportional to that of the P33 wave for rrN elastic scat-
tering. But in a higher energy range including the second and third resonances, 
the pion photoproduction have hardly*) been theoretically investigated, because 
four or five resonances are expected to contribute to the production amplitudes 
and the inelastic channels give rise to complicated effects. Recently Chau et al.3) 
calculated the amplitude of pion photoproduction by the phenomenological method 
for the energy range 535"-'850 MeV. They showed that the photoprocluction 
amplitudes can be expressed by the sum of two terms with many adjustable 
parameters; the one is a background term independent of the energy while the 
other is proportional to the rrN elastic amplitudes. Furthermore, according to 
their results, it seems that the pion photoproduction is closely related with rrlv 
elastic scattering in those energy range and that the idea of the CGLN relation 
for P33 wave may be applied to the other partial waves. 
In the present paper it will be shown that the proportionality between rrN 
*l There are a few approaches by the use of the isobar model,2l but such an approach needs 
many free parameters to fit the results to the experimental data. 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and rr:N Scattering 601 
scattering and r-rr: production amplitudes is valid for any wave with arbitrary 
angular momentum and for the wide energy range such as those from the re-
production threshold to 1 Ge V. 
The CGLN relation was derived from the fact that the dispersion relation 
of the pion photoproduction has the same form as that of rr:N elastic scattering. 
However, the solution of the dispersion relation is not unique and consequently 
the photoproduction amplitude is not necessarily proportional to the nN elastic 
amplitude. In spite of these situations, the CGLN relation agrees well with the 
experimental data in the low energy range. The reason for this agreement is 
that the interaction of pion photoproduction is very similiar to that of nN elastic 
scattering. In !?articular, a magnetic multipole radiation has the same parity as 
that of a rr: meson with the same angular momentum. Accordingly, when a 
nucleon absorbs the magnetic multipole radiation, the nucleon receives the same 
angular momentum and the same parity as those in the case of the corresponding 
nN elastic scattering. In addition, the final state interaction of the pion photo-
production is exactly the same as that of nN elastic scattering. Thus, it may 
be conjectured that the partial wave amplitudes of the magnetic transition should 
be proportional to rr:N elastic amplitudes for all partial waves. 
We shall examine these situations in detail, and derive a set of relations 
between the photoproduction amplitudes and rr:N scattering. It will also be shown 
that the proportionality relation is valid not only for the cases of magnetic 
multipole radiation but also the cases of electric radiation. According to our 
results, the amplitudes of the pion photoproduction can be expressed in terms 
of the amplitudes of the reactions nN->nN and nN->r;N without any free parameter 
(see § 4). Angular distributions and polarizations are calculated in the photon 
energy range 180r"-./ 1000 MeV in the laboratory system. The results agree fairly 
well with the experimental data in spite of no freely adjustable parameters and a 
wide energy range (see § 5). 
§ 2. Relations between magnetic multipole 
transition and n N scattering 
In dealing with the various kinds of hadrons, there are, roughly speaking, 
two different viewpoints. 
(I) The so-called democracy of elementary particles. Namely every hadron, 
regardless of its stability for strong interaction, should be treated as equally 
fundamental. According to this viewpoint, any scattering amplitude should in-
clude even contributions from Feynman diagrams where some resonant particles 
occur, in addition to the contributions from stable particles in intermediate states. 
In such a consideration, coupling constants of each hadron should be treated as 
unknown parameters which should be determined from the experimental data. 
(II) Each resonance is regarded as a compound state of some (stable) 
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602 S. Sasaki 
elementary particles of a limited number of kinds. According to this point of 
view any physical amplitude should correspond to Feynman diagrams where all 
the internal lines represent only elementary particles of the kinds stated above. 
It is, of course, an open question that what kind of particles is eligible for being 
elementary. 
In the present paper the second viewpoint will be adopted because the first 
one will necessarily needs a number of parameters (for example many unknown 
coupling constants mentioned above), and there seems no theoretical basis for 
the determination of these arbitrary constants. Thus the only way to determine 
these constants is to choose them in such a way as to get a best fit of the cal-
culated results to experimental data. Almost all the articles2l so far published 
on the photo-pion-production may be said to belong more or less to this kind of 
approach. 
Therefore in what follows the second viewpoint will exclusively be adopted 
together with the definition that all the stable particles (when weak and electro-
magnetic interactions are neglected) are elementary particles. Thus the contri-
butions from pions and nucleons in the intermediate states are enough for the 
investigation of the r-n processes in the energy range 180rv 1000 MeV, since the 
strange particles may give a negligibly small contribution. 
Let us compare the Feynman diagram of nlV scattering with that of the r-n 
process where the photon is absorbed by the anomalous magnetic moment*l of 
a nucleon. Any diagram representing the r-n process can be derived from the 
corresponding diagram of nN scattering by replacing the n-N interaction with 
the electromagnetic interaction due to the anomalous magnetic moment (see 
Fig. 1). The interaction due to the anomalous magnetic moment is represented 
Fig. 1. Examples for the diagram of rcN scattering and its corresponding diagram of 
rrc production. 
*) In this section since we are only concerned with the transition due to the magnetic moment 
of a nucleon, the absorption of a photon by a charged pion may be excluded. The latter effect will 
be taken into account in § 4 by a different approach. 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and nN Scattering 603 
by the following Hamiltonian: 
(2 ·1) 
where F""v denotes a electromagnetic field tensor, M is a nucleon mass, e2/ 4n = 
1/137, fiv = 1.853, /1,~ =- 0.06 and r 3 is an isospin matrix. On the other hand, the 
strong interaction Hamiltonian is given by 
(2· 2) 
wheref2/4n=0.077 andJnisapion mass. In the static limit (pj(EP+M)<{1) 
the expectation value of Hanom is very similiar to that of I-L~: 
(2· 3) 
(2·4) 
where Xa, Xb denote the spin wave functions of nucleon, H is a magnetic field 
and q is a c.m. momentum of pion. 
Now recalling the perfect analogy between the diagrams of nN scattering 
and pion photoproduction mentioned just above, and taking account of the expres-
sions (2 · 3) and (2 · 4), we are led to the following expressions*) for each reac-
tion amplitude: 
T. =-_!!!!.'I) __ H. <nNI VIN') 
anom 2M ' 
(2· 5) 
T"N=i-f-q·<nNJVJN), (2·6) 
m 
which are exactly valid provided the graphical consideration is approved (c.£. 
Appendix 1). Here <nNj VJN) is a vector representing a sum of the contributions 
from all the diagrams of nN scattering (or r-n production) in which the incident 
n-line (or incident r-line) is removed. Thus the matrix elements <nNj VJN) and 
<nNI VJN') have the same form except for the little difference of the incident 
momentum of nucleon. Therefore, by decomposing it into partial waves this 
reaction amplitude is rewritten as a sum of the reduced matrix elements of V 
(the detail of this laborious calculation is given in Appendix 2.): 
*) In deriving the above expressions we have assumed that the internal nucleon line which 
absorbs the incident photon or pion can be considered as a real line (in the sense of the old per-
turbation) satisfying approximately the conservation of energy. The reason for this is that the energy 
of the incident particle (which have the c. m. momentum below 500 MeV I c) justifies the validity 
of the above assumption (p/ EP + M<:;.l) and it is easily understood that the contribution from the 
virtual pair of nucleons can be neglected for such a range of energy. 
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604 S. Sasaki 
M,~"'" = - i ~ Siffi-lrf 1 ~ ~ l ~ 1 l c -1)J"~'f'[l: ~ l ~ 1 l 
f 1/2 0 1/2} - f l 1 l-1} f 1/2 1 1/2} 
lz J l,v6(liiValll-1)-l 1 z 1 lz J z 
X 3-/2 (ZIIV,IIl-1)] (l-111klll), (2· 7) 
f,± =if-( -1/+'~'J'[i: ~ l ~ 1} 11; 2 ~ 1~2 ~ Vb (ZIIV.IIZ-1) 
- f z 1 z- 1 } f 112 1 112 }3v2CZIIValll-1)Jcz-1llqlll), l1 l 1 l l J l . (2·8) 
where 1\it:;om and f~± are the amplitudes of magnetic multipole transition and 
nN scattering respectively, l ± denotes J = l ± 1/2, { } is a 6-j symbol and 
( 1111 ) is a reduced matrix element. Here the vector V is devided into spin 
non-flip and flip parts: 
(2·9) 
From Eqs. (2 · 7) and (2 · 8), it is seen that the transition amplitude due to the 
magnetic multipole is related with the corresponding partial wave amplitude of 
nN scattering in the following way: 
M e/}.v 1 + ~+ = --·----- -J ~+ ' 
- g l - (2 ·10) 
where g=2Mjjnz (g2/4n=14.5). This equation 1s obtained by using the ap-
proximation*) that the c.m. momentum k of the photon is put equal to the c.m. 
momentum q of the pion (pion mass being neglected). In the vicinity of the 
threshold energy of the incident particle, the pion mass cannot be neglected and 
consequently the above relation (2 ·10) should be modified by a factor (k/ qy 
(which is approximately unity for the moderately high incident energy) as 
M~+ = __ e_E'I} __ l_ (_!) fz.+ . 
- g l q - (2 ·11) 
The line of discussion stated above may be applied to the isoscalar part of 
magnetic moment. In this case, the photoproduction amplitudes must be compared 
with those of the reaction IJ + N~n + N, where the strong interaction Hamiltonian 
for IJ meson has the same form as the isoscalar part of the electromagnetic 
interaction: 
(2 ·12) 
*) The difference of k and q is 16% at 300 MeV and 5% at 600 MeV. 
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Relations between Pion PhotojYroduction and nN Scattering 605 
By the same procedure as in the case of the isovector part, we obtain the final 
result*) 
(2 ·13) 
where M1~) is an isoscalar magnetic multipole amplitude, fzl is a physical ampli-
tudes of r; + N->n + N and gJNr;/ 4rc is equal to 4.1 from the result of the analysis 
of rc + N->r; + N in reference 4). Here the values fzl are equal to the amplitudes 
of the reaction rc + N~r; + N on the basis of the time reversability, which have 
been given in reference 5). 
The transition amplitudes by the normal magnetic moment can be calculated 
by the same method. Adding this contribution, we obtain the following final 
result which is a generalization of the CGLN relation: 
Mz~) = -~i~~-i-!l~l ~ ( ~ ) f/I) , 
M1~) = __ ei!!_!_ + 1/ 2) 1_ ( _!) fzl/ v'3 , 
gNNn l q'l/ 
where I denotes the total isospin in rcN system. 
§ 3. Electric multipole transition induced by 
anomalous magnetic moment 
(2 ·14) 
(2 ·15) 
Since the electric l-th pole radiation have the natural parity ( -1Y, the same 
line of argument as those of § 2 cannot be applied without any modification to 
the present electric radiation. In spite of this different parity between the electric 
and magnetic radiations, there is still no difference with respect to the final state 
interactions between both cases, i.e. the electric type r-rc production and n-N scat-
tering. Of course the electric transition is more difficult to be dealt with as 
compared with the magnetic case. The more detailed investigation**) shows that 
this difficulty seems to be caused by a mixing of a couple of scattering amplitudes 
with different parities. However, if one makes use of some approximation, 
namely, if one takes account of contributions from only diagrams of some par-
ticular type (see Fig. 2), then the above-mentioned fact concerning the final 
state interaction allows us to express the electric multipole amplitudes due to 
the interaction of the anomalous magnetic moment in terms of the rc-N scattering 
amplitudes. 
In the case of nN scattering, the diagrams of Fig. 2 produce the P 33 resonance 
*) The factor l/v3 in Eq. (2·13) comes from the difference of normalizations off1± and Mf?f 
with respect to isotopic spin states. 
**) An investigation of this problem following the line of reasoning of § 2 is now being carried 
on by the present author, the result of which will be published in the near future. 
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606 S. Sasaki 
' 
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Fig. 2. 
as \Vas shown in the paper of Che,v6l where the crossed diagram and its repe-
tition are evaluated. This fact shows that the present approximation, namely, 
taking a sum of contributions from all the diagrams in Fig. 2 gives a fairly 
close approximation to the true physical amplitudes. The transition matrices 
corresponding to these diagrams satisfy the following relations both of which 
depend upon a matrix U corresponding to rcN scattering :*l 
Sd 4jJd4qB,nom---1--.- -=j_['_j~±_lJ'f-u 04 (jJ + q- jJ/- k1), q2 +m2 -zE ti+l112 -zE 
(3·1) 
T,tlv-= BrrN + sd4jJd4qB-rrN---~----:-- =if ·j~_±!!f-u (]4 (p + q-ih- ql)' (3. 2) 
q 2 +1n2 -zE jJ2 +M2 -zE 
where B denotes a Born term (on and off shell), p/ and h1 are incident four-
momenta of nucleon and photon in the r N system, p1 and q1 are momenta of 
nucleon and pion in the rcN system respectively. Equations (3 ·1) and (3 · 2) 
are rewritten by using the virtual massers Mx = vp02 - p 2 and mx = J q02 - q2 as 
follows :**l 
Tanom = Banom + 
(3· 3) 
(3·4) 
*l Here the matrix element of U is a function of the initial and final momenta (both off and 
on shell states should be considered). The difference of Tn:N and U is that the former is an ap-
proximation to the latter with on-shell-momenta while U is an exact matrix element of rcN elastic 
scattering (on-shell or off-shell). 
**l The small letter x attached to any quantity means that this quantity represents a quantity 
in a virtual state. 
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Relations between Pion PhotojYroduction and rcN Scattering 607 
vvhere W is a total energy and EP = .J}!2+ £1:2, Wp = .Jjl + m~, while p is a c.m. 
momentum of the intermediate state for W = EP + Wp and @, (f) are the scattering 
angles between the intermediate and the final pion. If we introduce the four-
spinor u"Y> (s represents the helicity) of the virtual nucleon state which has a 
mass Mx, the projection operator for a positive energy state is given by 
"" (8);- (8) __ • ·J + M L....J Ux Ux - zr ') X • (3·5) 
8 
Neglecting the contribution of antinucleon in the intermediate state (it means 
that we put the expression (3 · 5) in place of the numerator of the nucleon 
propagator in (3 · 3) and (3 · 4)), we can decompose the transit-ion matrices into 
a diagonal sum with respect to the total isopin I and the total angular momentum 
J=l± 112: 
E{'±;om(I) = S Et;;anom(l)(1i\7, Mx, ?1Z.v) [(}(1\fv-M) ·cJ(m~x-m) 
(3· 6) 
+ jYJ!!_:JJ.l\fv ---~-- -~-----!------Ul<~> (W M 1n )]dm .. dAE. 
1Tf 2 2 • M 2 M2 · ·2. ' .m .v x •V' 'I mx -JJ'l +zE .v- , +zE 
(3. 7) 
+_f!__'f!'l.v!)f_!L ----~---- 1 - Uz<f:) (vV, Mv, mx)]dmxdMx · 
1V nz x 2 - m 2 + i E Mx 2 - M 2 + i E · 
Here E/t_anom and f/~ are Born amplitudes of electric multipole and -;rJV elastic 
scattering with the final virtual masses m.v and Mx respectively. The Born 
amplitudes will be calculated exactly in Appendix 3. From the results of Ap-
pendix 3, it is seen that the ratios E(~anom(I)Ifz~<I) are nearly constant for the 
variation of Mx and mz as shown in Table I. 
Since the integrand of (3 · 6) and (3 · 7) become very largely near the physical 
mass, the above-mentioned independence of EB I fn from the mass variables allows 
us to rewrite (3 ·G) by means of (3 · 7) as follows: 
Ear:om(I) (W) = C (I) (W) -f.(I) 
l:r. l± J l± ' (3·8) 
where Cz~) (vV) =E1~anom(l) (W) l.tz~<I> (W). 
Using the same procedure, we obtain the following relation for the magnetic 
multipole amplitudes MtJ:'om(l): 
Manom(I) (W) =DU) (W) +CI) (W) l± l± J l± ' (3· 9) 
where DzCf:) (W) = M/i;anom(I) (vV) I .fz~Cl)(W). In the static limit, the value D 1Cf:)(W) 
becomes (see Table I) 
(3 ·10) 
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608 S. Sasaki 
Table I. Ratios of Born amplitudes at ELab=500 MeV. The values C' and D' shown m 
this table are related to the ratios C and D as 
37.3 
87.3 
137.3 
187.3 
237.3 
37.3 
87.3 
137.3 
187.3 
237.3 
C (I) - e_/J:y (kt )z C' (I) 
l± - g Ql l± ' 
-0.266 
-0.273 
-0.287 
-0.306 
-0.335 
D f(l/2) 1-
-------
0.970 
0.970 
0.971 
0.971 
0.972 
Cf(3/2) o+ 
0.768 
0.776 
0.791 
0.814 
0.852 
D f(3/2) 1-
1.266 
1.264 
1.261 
1.257 
1.251 
D (I) =!_fJ.v (~l)lD' (I) l± l± • g Ql 
Cf(l/2)(3/2) 1+ 
-0.006 
-0.006 
-0.006 
-0.005 
-0.004 
D f(l/2)(3/2) 1+ 
1.012 
1.012 
1.009 
1.007 
1.003 
Therefore, Eq. (3 · 9) becomes 
Mt:_om(I) (W) = _(!_l!._v__l_ (!!__) J/f) (1V), 
g l q 
which is in accordance with the result of § 2. 
Cf(l/2)(3/2) II- C'Cl/2)(3/2) 2- 2+ 
2.522 -0.003 
2.521 -0.003 
2.520 -0.003 
2.519 -0.002 
2.516 -0.002 
D ~~/2)(3/2) -~ D ~~~!2)(3/2) 
0.510 0.501 
0.510 0.500 
0.509 0.500 
0.508 0.498 
0.507 0.497 
(3 ·11) 
For the interaction due to electric current, the ratio of Born terms of r-n 
process and nN scattering varies very largely for the variation of ?nx. Therefore 
the method of this section cannot be applied to the current-type interaction which 
will be dealt with in the next section. 
§ 4. Full amplitudes of pion photoproduction 
The photoproduction amplitudes produced by the electric charge have a 
contribution from the pion exchange term. This kind of contribution is, in 
general, important and especially for a low energy photon, it becomes the main 
part of the photoproduction amplitudes. From the discussion of the previous 
section, since this part cannot be given by the generalized CGLN relation, it 
is necessary to find a method of evaluation of this part. 
Fortunately as the pion mass is small, this interaction is very peripheral. 
Therefore, the effect of the strong interaction for this case is perhaps dominated 
by the final state interaction. In fact, the pion photoproduction near the threshold 
is ·well reproduced by the Born amplitude due to the electric charge. Thus we 
adopt the Born amplitude with a modification by the final state interaction as 
follows: 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and rr:N Scattering 609 
El~arge(I) = E/J:. charge(r) [1 + iqJ/1.)]' ( 4 ·1) 
Mlc;arge(I) = Ml±charge(l) [1 + iqj,}f_>], (4 • 2) 
Ezc;arge(O) = E/1. charge(O) [1 + iq/z~/2)], ( 4. 3) 
Mzc;arge(O) = M /!± charge(O) [ 1 + iq jl~/2) J . ( 4 . 4) 
Equations ( 4 ·1) and ( 4 · 2) are the isovector part, Eqs. (4 · 3) and ( 4 · 4) are 
the isoscalar part and E/l:clwxge, Mi~chargc are the Born amplitudes due to the electric 
charge. 
Summing up the transition amplitudes caused by the electric charge and 
magnetic moment, we obtain the full amplitudes for the pion photoproduction 
as follows: 
(4· 5) 
M (J)- [MB, charge(I)- 1 MB,anom(I)J (1 + z'q +(I)) + e (!Lv + 1/2) 1 ( k) l +(I) l± - l± ------ l± J l± - - J l± ' 
2p.1) g l q 
(4· 6) 
E/J/ = E/l:. charge(O) (1 + iqfz~/2))' (4· 7) 
lVlz~> = [ M/~clmgc(o)- --~--Jlfi~anom(O) J (1 + iqfz~l~>) + _!_itts_~_t 1/2) l_ ( !!:_rfz1/ v'3' 
2f.Js gNN'J l q 
(4·8) 
where the Born amplitudes of magnetic multipole transition due to the normal 
magnetic moment should be excluded from the charge part, since these are already 
included in (2·14) and (2·15). In order to calculate Eq. (4·8), it is necessary 
to know the values of fz1 below the r;N threshold. We, therefore, have to use 
the analytic continuation from the physical amplitudes which are obtained in 
reference 5) by the analysis of the reaction rr: + N ->r; + N in the energy range 
T,/'"b = 561-1300 MeV. This continuation can be performed by simply sub-
stituting the c.m. momentum q for q'J in the amplitudes of rr:N-">r;N. 
Consequently, we can express all the amplitudes of the pion photoproduction 
without any free parameter. 
§ 5. Cross sections and polarizations 
Using the results given in Eqs. (4·5)"'-'(4·8), let us obtain the helicity 
amplitudes. First, we define the invariant amplitudes F as follows :1> 
co 
F1<r> = 2: [lMN> + EzCJ>]P[+l (cos 0) + [ (l + 1) ME>+ E/.:>]P[_l (cos 0), (5 ·1) 
l=O 
co 
F2cr> = 2: [ (l + 1) MzCJ> + lM/!_>]P/ (cos 0), (5·2) 
l=l 
00 
F 3<I> = '2: [Elf->- MzCJ>]P(~I (cos 0) + [EE> + ME>]P(~l (cos 0), (5· 3) 
l=l 
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610 S. Sasaki 
co 
py> = ~ [2\d/J>- ElJ.)- M/!_)- E/!_>]P/' (cos fJ), 
l=2 
(5·4) 
where the sufix I takes the value 1/2, 3/2 or 0. The helicity amplitudes are 
expressed by the following equations: helicity-nonflip amplitudes are 
helicity-flip amplitudes are 
where A is a helicity of photon and Y1. Y 2 are helicities of the initial and final 
nucleons respectively. These helicity amplitudes are written in terms of the 
amplitudes F given in Eqs. (5 ·1) "--' (5 · 4) as follows: 
H- = - 1_ sin fJ cos_!!____ (F3 + F4), )2 2 
-'- r . (} ( 1-I' =- v2 sm- F1+F2) +H-, 
2 
(/) + --- 1 . (} . 0 (F F) 
- --:;-2 SlD. Sill Z 1s- 4 , 
- ;-- (}( + (/j = - v 2 cos - F1- F2) + (f) • 
2 
The cross section for an unpolarized photon is given by 
pb pb 0 + p -+ JTO+ p 
30-
o+ p --;l>- lT+ + n 30 
25 25 
20 
.vh 20 
1 1 I fk~ 15 15 
! 
10 ~ 10 
5 5 
0°--30° -6oo--900-120°-~0~0 00 --------!------------+---60° 120° 
(5. 5) 
(5·6) 
(5· 7) 
(5·8) 
180° 
Fig. 3. The differential cross sections for pion photoproduction at ELab=320 MeV. The experimental 
data are cited from references 8) and 9). 
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30° 
't' + P - 7T+ + n 
60° 
'? Caltech (1967) 
! Orsey ( 1967) 
ce o 
0 q, 0 0 0 
1---~ 
90° 120° 150° 
5 
4 
3 
2 
180° 
Fig. 4. The differential cross sections for pion photoproduction at ELau=600 MeV. The experimental 
data are cited from references 8) and 9). · 
JLb 
7 
JLb 
30 
;(+ p ._. 7T+ + n 6 
25 2 Caltech ( 1967) 5 
20 4 
15 § 3 
10 2 
5 
6cf 
Fig. 5. The differential cross sections for pion photoproduction at ELab=800 MeV. The experimental 
data are cited from references 8) and 9). 
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Fig. 6. The differential cross sections for pion photoproduction at ELab=lOOO MeV. The experimental 
data are cited from. references 8) and 9). 
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Fig. 7. The polarizations of recoil nucleon at Oc.m.=90o for the reaction r+p-"nr0+p. 
The experimental data are cited from references 10). 
(5·9) 
The polarization P({)) of the final nucleon is 
P(e) =. 2 l111 (¢+!~-__'r---1:(/J~Ji~~) ____ _ 
1H+I 2 + IH-1 2 + lr1i+l 2 + lrV-1 2 
(5 ·10) 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and nN Scattering 613 
For the energy range Elab = 180"--' 1000 MeV, the angular distributions and polar-
izations have been evaluated, the results of which are shown in Figs. 3"-/7. 
Here we have made use of the partial wave amplitudes of nN elastic scattering 
given in references 7). These results agree with the experimental data fairly 
well in spite of the fact that there is no arbitrarily adjustable parameters. 
§ 6. Discussion 
From the experimental data the backward cross section for r-n production 
is small and uniform for the variation of the incident energy. It probably means 
that the sum of the electric and magnetic multipole amplitudes for resonant wave 
vanishes at Oc.m. = 180°. Therefore the following relation may hold for each partial 
wave: 
Et_jl.Vlt-= (l+1)/(l-1). (6 ·1) 
From the results of this paper, the ratios Et-1 Mt- .for the resonant waves are 
EP_!2) I MP_!2):::::::: 4. o 
E3<1! 2) I M2!2):::::::; 2. 6 
at Elab = 700 MeV, 
at Elab=1000 MeV. 
(6·2) 
These numerical values (6 · 2) agree with the relation (6 ·1) within 30%. How-
ever, the small differences between (6 ·1) and (6 · 2) give large effects for the 
calculated angular distributions. The inagreement shows that the calculation of 
the electric multipole amplitudes is insufficient. In order to improve this inagre-
ement, it may be considered that the coefficients Ct<.I) of the proportionality re-
lations are varied as free parameters. 
According to the results of this paper, we can predict the angular distri-
butions for photon-neutron scattering. In our treatment, the isoscalar part is 
expressed by the sum of Born term and the r;N production amplitude. The 
amplitudes of nN~r;J.V have no resonances in the D 13, D 15 and F 15 waves (see 
solution 3 in reference 5)). Therefore, the angular distributions r + n->n° + n 
(or r+n~rr-+J-:>) will perhaps be very similar to those of r+P~n°+p (or 
r + p~n+ + n) in the energy range 800""' 1200 J\!Ie V. In order to examine this 
prediction, we hope that the experiments on r-n scattering will be performed. 
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Appendix 1 
In § 2, we derived Eqs. (2 · 5) and (2 · 6) on the basis of the perfect analogy 
between the diagrams of nN scattering and pion photoproduction. But these 
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614 S. Sasaki 
relations may be obtained more easily and in a convincing way by means of the 
perturbation approach. Of course, we are very sceptical of the applicability of 
the perturbation method to the strong interaction, but if we are concerned only 
with the correspondence between any mathematical expression derived by the 
perturbation method and a corresponding diagram, and if the problem of the 
convergence is not the subject of our discussion, we can say that the graphical 
consideration is essentially equivalent to the method of perturbation. The graph-
ical approach is, from the heuristic point of view, a very powerful tool for the 
derivation of equations in an intuitive way and it is said that the recent theory 
of the strong interaction is based on this approach. Therefore it may be granted 
to apply the perturbation method to the derivation of the graphical analogy of 
r-n process with nN scattering. 
The transition matrix elements are given by the perturbation theory: 
(Al·l) 
(Al· 2) 
where P denotes the time-ordered product and y is the coordinate of the point 
where the incident photon (or pion) is absorbed by a nucleon-line (c.f. the foot-
note on page 602). Using the explicit form of the interaction Hamiltonian (2 ·1) 
and (2 · 2), we obtain 
(Al· 3) 
where a is a sufix corresponding to the isospin state of incident pion. In the 
static limit (pj EP + M <I), the above equations become 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and nN Scattering 6I5 
(AI· 5) 
-
- ( - e /1 ) e iky <nNJP[I-Is (x1) ···l-Is (xn) ¢ (y) G"fs</J (y)] JN) --ZM1J_ i (k X«:) -:,;2 (z;yc»~' 
(AI· 6) 
Since the interaction Hamiltonians are invariant with respect to the space-
rotation, the common factor between (AI· 5) and (Al· 6) transforms as a vector. 
When we represent this common factor by V, Eq. (AI· 5) and (AI· 6) become, 
T_ = _!!_lf__v__H. <nNI VIN') anom 2M ' (Al· 7) 
T,.N=if q·<nNIVIN). (AI·8) m 
Thus we have arrived at the final results stated m § 2. 
Appendix 2 
(a) Decomposition of the nN scattering amplitudes into partial waves 
In the system of two free particles n and N, the eigenfunction of the total 
angular momentum J and the orbital angular momentum l is given by the spherical harmonics Ylnt and spherical Bessel function jl as follows: 
?Jf2!/;/) (r, fJ, (f)) = ~ (lm, I/2sj!I/2; JM) 2qjl (qr) Ylm (fJ, (f)) U 8 , (A2·I) s,1n 
with the normalization condition 
S TTl" (lj2, V) * 711" (1, 2, l) 2d d n ~ ( ') ~ ~ ,~ ':i:'q',J'M' ':i:'q,JM r r ~:J=u q-q UU'UJJ'UMN', (A2·2) 
where Us is the spin wave function. Let us calculate the expectation value of 
transition matrix (2 · 6) using the wave function (A2 ·I). The partial wave 
amplitudes fl± become 
fl± =if <ZI/2; JJ.vlj V· qlll/2; JM), (A2·3) rn 
which can be rewritten by using the usual reduction formula 11) as follows: 
<ZI/2; JMI V· qlll/2;JM) = __ !_:--I: ( -lY'-J 2J + 1 l'.J' 
X (ll/2; J// V//l'I/2; J') (l'I/2; J' //q//ll/2; J). 
(A2·4) 
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616 S. Sasaki 
Because of the kinematical independence of the momentum q and the spin, the 
final factor in Eq. (A2 · 4) can be further simplified, 
<Z1/2; JMI V· qll1/2; JM) = _1 ~ ( -1)J'H+ 112 .J2J' + 1 
.J2J + 1 l'J' (A2 · 5) 
X 1 ~' : 1~2 ) (ll/2; Jll VII l'l/2; J') (l' llqlll)' 
where {J, (, 1{2} denotes the 6-j symbol/1> and l' takes only the value l-1 or 
l + 1 for non-vanishing (l' j[q[[l). 
The operator V is divided into a spin non-flip part and a spin flip part as 
follows: 
(A2· 6) 
where Va and V11 depend only on the orbital part. Then, the reduced matrix 
element of V becomes by using the usual reduction formula 
(l1/2; Jll Vlll'1/2; J') = ( -1YH12 +J'+l.J-(2J + 1) (2J' + l) 
X (l[[ Valll') + .J3 (2J + 1) (2J' + 1) 1
l J 1/2) 
J' l' 1 
(A2 · 7) 
x { J, ~~~ ~ } CZII Voll r) (1/2lloll1/2), 
1 1 1 
where J l~ i~~ ~~~ is a 9-j symbol. Since (1/2lloll1/2) is equal to .)6, Eq. (A2 · 7) 
11 1 1 
is rewritten as 
1 J J z 1/2} (ll/2; JIIVII l'l/2; J') ~ .J (Zf+I)- (2J' + 1) l r~ ~ 1b2 .)6 CliiVa Ill') 
(A2·8) 
1
1 1 1 l l 
+ z 1/2 J 3v2(ZIIVolll')J· 
l' 1/2 J'' 
If we substitute (A2 · 8) into (A2 · 5) and sum with respect to J', we obtain 
[ 
J l 1 l' ) J 1/2 0 1/2 ) (l1/2; JJVll V· qlll/2; JM) = ~ ( -1)J+Z'+ 112 l 1 z 0 l z J l 
(A2·9) 
f l 1 l' ) 11/2 1 1/2 ) l X v6 (lll Valll') - 'l 3 .J2 (lll Valll') (l' [[q[[l), 
1 l 1 l J l 
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Relations between Pion PhotojJroduction and nN Scattering 617 
where we have used the relation with 6-j and 9-j symbols (see reference 11)). 
The reduced matrix element of Va is expressed in the form 
(lll Valll') oc sjl (qr) Va (r)}v (qr) r 2dr. (A2·10) 
(See Eq. (A2 ·1) .) According to the assumption of § 2 that the exchanging 
particle is the nucleon, this range is smaller than 1/ M. Therefore, the integral 
of (A2 ·10) involves mainly the contribution from the region qr<q/ M. In the 
energy range discussed in this paper, as q/ M is small-er than 0.6, the spherical 
Bessel function of order l + 1 is negligibly small compared with that of order 
l-1 (see Table II). Thus, the scattering amplitude fL± becomes 
Table II. Values of spherical Bessel functions .iL (qr) . 
qr 
.io 
0.5 0.958 0.162 0.0163 0.0011 0.00006 
-----
----~~-. -------~--------------~--- ---------------~----~-----·-------
1.0 0.841 0.301 0.0620 0.0090 0.00101 
fl± = i- ( -1)J+l- 112 · v't> (lll Valll-1) f [ l l 1 l-1 ) 11/2 0 1/2 ) ;n 1! 0 ZJZ 
l l 1 l-1 ) 11/2 1 1/2 ) ] - 3v'2CZIIV/JIIl--1) (l-1llqlll). 1 l 1 l J l 
(A2 ·11) 
(b) Decomposition of pion photoproduction a;nplitudes due to the magnetic 
moment 
The photon field is expanded into a sum of electric and magnetic multipole 
radiations each of which has a definite angular momentum and parity as follows: 
Wtm= j l +l i ~ (l-1, m', 1, ajl-1, 1; lm) 2kj/.-1Yl-l,m'Ea 2! + 1 a,rn/ 
+J'2l~1ia~'(l+1, m', 1, ajl+1, 1; lm)2kjl+1yl+1,m'Ea, 
P'L!= i ~ (lm', 1ajl1; lm) 2kjLYLrn'Ea, 
arn' 
(A2·12) 
(A2 ·13) 
where P'/fn_ and ?Jl/! are the electric and magnetic mul6pole radiations, k and Ea 
are a c.m. momentum and a polarization of the photon respectively. The eigen-
states of r N system with respect to the angular momentum are written in terms 
of the wave functions (A2 ·12), (A2 ·13) and the spin wave function U 8 of nucleon: 
I El, 1/2; JM) = ~ (lm, 1/2sjl1/2; JM) ?J!L!~us , 
rn, s 
jMl, 1/2; JM)= ~ (lm, 1/2sjl1/2; JM) ?ffl~us. 
m,s 
(A2 ·14) 
(A2 ·15) 
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618 S. Sasald 
When we represent the wave functions on the rjght-hand side of (A2 ·12) r-0 
(A2·15) by 
Ibn, 1/2s)=2kj~,Y~,mUs, 
l1a)=Ea, 
(A2 ·16) 
(A2 ·17) 
(A2 ·14) and (A2 ·15) become as follows: 
!El, 1/2; JM)=i I: hl(l') (l'm', 1all'1; lm) 
msl/m'a (A2 ·18) 
X (lm, 1/2sll1/2; JM) ll'm', 1/2s)l1a), 
!Ml, 1/2; Jlvf)=i ~ (lm', 1alll; lm) (!Jn, 1/2sll1/2; JM) !!Jn', 1/2s)l1a), 
msrn.la 
(A2 ·19) 
where 
hl(l-1) = j~1!?r, 
h (l + 1) = J-! -/, 2!+1 
and for other l' hl (l') = 0. 
The electric and magnetic multipole amplitudes El± and Ml± are defined by 
the following normalization: 
1 Ml± = 1 --CC~c=cc~(l1/2; JM!T!Ml, 1/2; JM), (A2·20) 
vl(/+1) 
1 E~,+ = v(l+-l)(.f=~~25 c(l1/2; JMIT!E(l+ 1), 1/2; JM), (A2·21) 
El- = 1 --~~~=~~(ll/2; Jl\1!TIE(l-1), 1/2; JM), (A2·22) vl(l-1) 
where Tis the transition matrix of photoproduction. Equation (2 · 5) is expressed 
by the polarization ( of photon as follows: 
T = - _!!/!-·v_iV · (k + f.). (A2 · 23) 
anom 2}\,.f 
Since E a corresponds to the anihilation of a photon, the factor of the right-hand 
side of (A2 · 23) is rewritten as 
v. Ck x E:) =- v2i :z=cv<l) x k(l)J/1)(1al , (A2 · 24) 
a 
where we have used the tensor product of rank L By a further use of (A2 ·19), 
(A2 · 20), the above expression becomes, 
Mt;om= _ _!!:!_1i_i-2.~ L v2(l1/2;JMI 
2M V l (l + 1) m,s,m',a 
(A2 · 25) 
X [VC1) X kC 1)]aC 1)Ilm', 1/2s) (lm', 1all1; lm) (lm, 1/2sll1/2; JM). 
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Relations between Pion PhotojJroduction and nN Scattering 619 
Applying the relation11l between 3-j symbols and 6-j symbol, we obtain 
jJ 1 ( -1)J'+l-1/2 
Mt;;om=- --i~-iJl(t+i)' fot, vz:f=t-_1-. v2v (2J' + 1) (2l + 1) 
(A2·26) 
X (!1/2; Jll (VCI) X k<1))(1)iil'1/2; J') { l J 1/2}. J' l' 1 
By decomposing the tensor product (Vx k )<1\ (A2 · 26) becomes 
Mz"_~om = --~flv_i __ "'=},~~,=,=vo_{~l~[~~~ ~ ( _ 1)r+L+1!2v-2J' + 1 
- 21\1 v1 zcz + 1) v2J + 1l'·'' (A2·27) 
{ l J 1/2 } { l 1 l' } X (!1/2; JiiVIIZ'1/2; J') (l' llklll) . J' l' 1 1 l 1 
This expression is the same as Eq. (A2 · 5) except the factor -/6 J2z + 1 { i F i'}. 
By following the same line of argument as the case of nN scattering, V is di-
vided into spin-flip and non-flip parts as follows: 
(A2·28) 
- 3-/2(li1Vblll-1) (l-1llklll). { l 1 l-1} { 1/2 1 1/2} ] 1 l 1 l J l 
Since the difference of the momenta q and k is negligibly small above 300 MeV 
of the laboratory photon energy, we obtain the relation between Mt;;om and fl± 
from (A2 ·11) and (A2 · 28), 
anom- _!!fl,?__ m .j~ v27+ 1 __ { l 1 l-1 } 
Ml± - - 2M f Jl(T~~-fS 1 l 1 fl± 
(A2·29) 
where g=2Mf/m. 
Appendix 3 
There is no essential difficulty in the partial wave decomposition of the 
Born amplitudes, but it may be quite useful for the practical calculation to give 
an explicit formula of this decomposition. Therefore in the present appendix we 
dare give many formula concerning this decomposition especially for the two 
cases (a) nN scattering (b) pion photoproduction. 
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620 S. Sasaki 
(a) Partial wave decomposition of the Born amjJlitude of nN elastic scattering 
As is well known, 12 l the transition matrix of nN elastic scattering is expressed 
by the invariant amplitudes A and B: 
T7tN= -A+ir·OB, (A3·1) 
where Q = (qi + q1) /2 and qi, q1 denote the four-momenta of initial and final pions 
respectively. In order to calculate the Born amplitude stated in § 3, we take 
the off-shell masses 1nx and M.v for the final pion and nucleon masses respectively 
(namely q/ = - mx2 and P/ = - Mx2). Then, the Born amplitude corresponding 
/TT 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
N 
Fig. 8. Born diagrams for rcN scattering. 
to the diagrams shown in Fig. 8 becomes 
(A3·2) 
+ M C~x2-M2) r /3r a+ ]14 Cfi:JJ~-~ M2) r ar /3], 
qi + 2pi. qi qf - 2pi. qf 
B 13a= __ f:-[(r13ra-rar13)- 2M2(Mx+M)r13ra+ 21\!2(~+M_)_rar13], (A3·3) m qi +2i>i·qi qf -2!->i·qf 
where r a and r 13 are the isospin matrices, a and (J are the isospin states of initial 
and final pions respectively. The amplitudes for the eigenstates of the total 
isotopic spin are represented by the follo-vving relations: 
A cs;2) =A<+)- A<->, 
(A3·4) 
A - ~ A<+l + 1 [ ]A<-l (3a- u (3a 2 r /3> r a • (A3·5) 
By usmg the usual notations11 l f 1 and f 2, the partial wave amplitudes fl± are 
related as follows: 
00 00 
f1 = ~ fL+P(+l (z) - ~ fL_p[_l (z), 
l=O l=2 (A3·6) 
o:J 
f2 = ~ (fl-- fL+) P/ (z), 
l=l 
where 
f1= :n ~[A+ ( W- M~_!\i~) B], 
(A3·7) 
f2 =-41-rr ( [-A + ( W + M ~ 1\lfx) B J . 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and rcN Scattering 621 
Here lV is a total energy, z =cos() and 
(A3·8) 
I --------··-··----c-----------
P'- v (Ei-M) (E1 - M.?J) 
s- 2W (A3·9) 
in the c.m. system, Ei and E1 are the energies of the initial and final nucleons 
in the c.m. system. Let us introduce the following amplitudes h1 and h 2 : 
which are written as 
co 
h1 = ~ [ (l + 1)j~,+ +if~,_] P~, (z), 
l=O 
(A3 ·10) 
(A3·11) 
(A3·12) 
(A3·13) 
From Eqs. (A3 · 2) and (A3 · 3), the amplitudes h1 and h2 for the Born diagrams 
become 
hl<±) = ~:~ [ { w~~~~: ~72·~ + !11~~7~~ ~ ~~~cz} 
(A3 ·14) 
± {- ~ ( vV- ~?J~: :~_QV + M_;y_ M~}tlli _ _ff_i_\iY ± 1\{) 
4
:.if-Q£ -_ M)_}], 
h,'±'= ~:· [W~~;if~~7't;± {((fz~r~ !\1~~-J(~,Ml}], 
(A3·15) 
where a=2lqil·lq1 l and (3=2EiJ-m:/+q/-m/. By using the orthogonality of 
Legendre polynominals, the partial wave amplitudes are given by 
(l + 1)f~,+ + lfz_ = ---- h1P~, (z) dz, 2!+ 1 Jl 
2 -1 
(A3 ·16) 
(A3·17) 
Let us consider the following functions u~, and Vz: 
2!+ 1 Jl 1 Uz= --- ---Pl(z)dz, 
2 -1 az + (3 (A3 ·18) 
2l+ 1 J1 1-z2 
vl=2z(Z+1)- _
1
az+(3P/(z)dz · (A3·19) 
The explicit forms of Uz and Vz are shown in Table III. 
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622 S. Sasaki 
Table III. Functions uz, vz and Wz. 
1 o+1 
uo(o) =2a: log o-1' 
u1 (o) = 1_[2-o loa ~-t_~J 2a b o-1 ' 
u2Co) =~[-_§- o+(l_ o2 _ _l)log ?_-t_!J 
2a: 2 2 2 ' 0-1 ' 
U3 (o) = ]__[~Q o2 --~+(--5- o3+ -~o)loa o_+ 1] 
2a 2 3 2 2 b o-1 ' 
u4(o) = 1_[_?~o3+§~ o+(?~ ()4_lf5 o2+}·-)loa ~-±~] 
2a 4 12 8 4 8 b o-1 ' 
3 [ o+1] v1Co) =- 2o+(-o2+1)loa----4a b o-1 , 
5 [ _ 10 o+ 1] w2(o) = ---- -2o3+-o+ (o4-2o2+ 1) loo- ------16a 3 bo-1' 
7 [ 10 16 - 0 + 1] Ws (o) = ---- 2o4---- o2+ -- + ( -a"+2o3- o) loa-----
' 16a 3 15 b o-1 , 
Then we obtain the partial wave amplitudes as follows (for Z>2): 
!/~) = =F -!~- Zl ~l-[~ (\:V- Mv) Uz- _(!- (vV + Mv) ( Uz + l ~ vz) }~~~, 
(A3·20) 
!/,!:) = =r= -!: 2i~i[~ o:v- Mv) Uz 
(A3 ·21) 
--~ (VV + Mx) (uz- (l + 1) ~ Vz) }~1;1f~, 
f1Cf)= =F :: ~ [~CW-Mx)ul--(: (W +Mx) (u1+ ~ v1)}~i~Xt~' 
(A3·22) 
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Relations between Pion PhotojJroduction and rcN Scattering 623 
(b) Born amplitude of jJion photojJroduct£on 
The transition amplitude is expressed by the four invariant amplitudes1) A, 
B, C and D: 
T=£r5r· Er·kA +2£r!) (P· Eq·k-P·kq· E)B (A3·25) 
+ rrJr· Eq·k-r·kq· E)C +2r5 (r· EP·k -r·kP· E -z"Mr· Er·k)D' 
where P= (Pi+ jJ1) /2 and E is a polarization of the photon. For the Born-type 
([ 
if+N~1r+N N ~ / / / /7T / 
.c N 
Fig. 9. Born diagrams for the pion photoproduction due to the magnetic moment of nucleon. 
diagram shown in Fig. 9, the invariant amplitudes A, B, C and D become 
A= f!!!)!_}J_[-1- (r 13rs + rsr 13) + --!'f-=!'!!J: ____ rsr fJJ, 2M 2M q -2q·fJi (A3·26) 
B=O, (A3·27) 
(A3·28) 
(A3·29) 
Let us introduce the amplitudes hr, h2, h3 and h4 which are related with the 
usual amplitudes F1. F 2, F 3 and F 4 defined in reference 1), in the following way: 
h2=F2, 
hs=Fs+zF4, 
(A3·30) 
(A3·31) 
(A3·32) 
(A3·33) 
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624 S. Sasaki 
Let these quantities be decomposed into the sums of the electromagnetic multi-
pole amplitudes: 
h1 = ~ [l (l + 1) M~+ + (l + 1) (l + 2) E~+ -l (l + 1) M~- + l (l-1) E~,_JP~, (z), 
. l 
(A3 · 34) 
h2 = ~[ (l + 1) M 1,+ + ZM~,_JP/ (z), (A3 · 35) 
/, 
h3 =~[- (l+2)M~,++ (l+2)E~,+- (l-1)M~,_- (l-1)E~,_JP/(z), (A3·36) 
/, 
In the Born approximation corresponding to the diagrams shown in Fig. 9, these 
h take the form 
± {z~(- w~-M-2~7+'1ra~1+§) +z,_!'-i~T{\;f·( -2~z 
- ~ ~ (~~21i~z- -~-~~~LiJ.l + P~2 az ~ !i)} J, 
h~+_o)=- ~;- W2~M-(__SI~IM [ W ~M +zit 
± (- W~M-+2h+~;~ff)], 
h~+_o)= =F-~C!_: ~~M [z~~!~f-1 +2(_EI~(11_n4(~ -az~e)], 
h~ +_0) = =F !!_ell W -11!_( Ei__ + M zn4~_s __ , 
4n 2M \kl az+f-1 
(A3 · 38) 
(A3·39) 
(A3 ·40) 
(A3 ·41) 
where we adopt the upper sign in the case of the isotopic superscripe) ( +) or 
(0) and the lower sign in the case of superscript (-). The value of the 
magnetic moment fJ. is equal to fJ.v for the isotopic superscript ( +) or (-) and 
/is for superscript (O). In addition, 
a=2\kl\ql, 
w, = v?+---;;;-;2, s = a I 1-1 , 
~ = v (Ei + M) (Er1- MJJ) /2W, ( = vrE~-Nl) (E;- MJJ) j2W, 
(A3 ·42) 
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Relations between Pion Photoproduction and rcN Scattering 625 
(A3 ·43) 
, _ ·_ W -M +2Wwx-mx2 
IJ3 - x W + M ' (A3·44) 
(A3·45) 
In addition to ul and vl, let us introduce the following function wl: 
wl = ---------------------- --- ---- -ll (z) dz, 2! + 1 sl (1- z 2Y r:> II 
2l(l-1) (!+1) (!+2) _1 az+/3 
(A3·46) 
which is explicitly shown in Table III. The multipole amplitudes of Born terms 
of r-rc production are given by (for !>2) 
(A3·47) 
(A3 ·49) 
Mf.~o)= g::- ~~!)!__ ~ [ - 3(E~tk7 (W~M+--2it·)c 
± {~Crhu1-2'74cv1) + ( E~fkf-(1:/~M- 23~ (A3 ·52) 
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626 S. Sasald 
(A3 ·53) 
(A3 ·54) 
The Born amplitudes due to electric charge are calculated by a method 
similiar to the magnetic moment part. The final results are (for l>2) 
(-~0 ) _ ge vV- Jl!I [ ~ " Ei + Jl!I 1 Ml+ - =r= 8;--(l+l) (2!+ 1) f(uz-2'A2 .. vl) +(-~/k/--t-uz 
-lc·vl + A1 ( (1- 82) Uz- 28vl- (l-1) (l + 2) 82Wz)} (A3 ·55) 
(1 1) { 2 c 1 1 r Ei + M 1 ( r
2
- a
2 
1 
- =f - <;-A28Vz + S Al ---8Ul 11~1 a 2 
-2 ~ 8v/- (l-1) (l+2)8w/)}], 
(~0)_ ge W-ill! [' . Ei+M 
Ml- - ±-8;--z(zz-ti)- f(ul-2A28vz) +(-.sJkJ-{-ul 
+ (l + 1) 8Vl + },1 ( (1-- 82) Uz- 28vl- (l-1) (l + 2) 82wz)} (A3·56) 
(1 1) { 2 ~ 1 ,., 1 r Ei + 2Vl , ( r
2
- a
2 
, 
- =f - fA2'-Vz + s---~-Al ---8Uz 
/k/ a 2 
-2:8·v/- (l-1) (l+2)8w/)}], 
(-~0)_ ge W -M [p. Ei+M 
El+ - =f 8n cT+1) (2-i+1)- ~ (ul + 2U28Vz) + (-~-,-{- Uz 
-lc;vz + A1 ( (1- 82) Uz + 2l8Vz + l (l-1) 82Wz)} (A3 ·57) 
- (1=f1) {2~J2l8v/+CEi+M xl(r2-a28u/ 
/k/ a 2 
+2 ~lev/+l(l-1)8w/)}], 
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Relations between Pion PhotojJroduction and rcN Scattering 627 
(-::_ol ge liV- 111 [- Ei + M { 
El- '= =r-8-~-7(2T+l)- f (ut- 2 (l + 1) Az8Vz) + (-----~k-! - Uz 
+ (l + 1) SVz + A1 ( (1- 82) Uz- 2 (l + 1) SVz + (l + 1) (l + 2) S2wl)} (A3·58) 
- (1 =f 1) {- 2~ Az (l + 1) 2:v/ + ( Ei +_.2\1"_).1 ( r2 -:-:_0t2 sur' Jkl a 2 
-2 ~ (l+ 1)sv/ + (l+ 1) (l+.2)swz')}], 
(A3·60) 
(~0 ) ge 1V -M [ , Ei+M { M1+ '= =f ---- --- ~ Cu1- 2Az8vl) + (---- - u1- sv1 
8rc 6 s!ki 
+ A1 ( (1- 82) u1- 2svd- 3-~)} - (1 =f 1) {- 2~ AzS·vt' (A3·61) 
Ei + M ( / -- a2 , r , s ) } J + (--lkl-A1 ----a2--sul - 2-;;--svl + 3 a , 
E~:;_o) = =f Jf!_ -~-M [~ (u1 + 2Az8vl) + ( Ei ±JY {- u1 + 2svl 
8rc 6 slk! 
+ A1 ( (1- 82) U1- 2svd- 3 ~)} - (1 =f 1) {2~Azsv/ (A3·62) 
+ (-~\!\2\d~-Al (L2~~su/ + 2 ~ sv/- :) } J, 
where 
},1 = _j}_ _ _ !_ ___ ' 
2jl-rl liV -M 
r= -2lki(v1 
and the functions u/, vz', w/ are given by substituting r for the functional 
variable /3 in Uz, vl, w, respectively. 
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